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1 Introduction
Counting of BPS states provides an important information about supersymmetric theo-
ries and has led to important advances in high energy physics and mathematical physics.
In this paper we present a universal construction of combinatorial models related to the
counting of a certain class of BPS states. While BPS counting is related to numerous
mathematical elds, our discussion on one hand focuses on the issues of quantum curves
and A-polynomials, and on the other hand it reveals intimate links of BPS counting with
a relatively new area of discrete mathematics, referred to as combinatorics on words [2{4].
There are certain classes of BPS invariants, which are dened in terms of a product de-
composition of some generating series. One example of such invariants are Gopakumar-Vafa
invariants considered in the context of closed topological string theory [5, 6]. Analogous
invariants for open topological strings were discussed in [7, 8], and in particular they were
related to knots in [9{11]. Integrality of BPS invariants related to topological strings was
subsequently discussed among others in [12{15]. In mathematics invariants dened in terms
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of a product decomposition arise also in Donaldson-Thomas theory. A general theory of
Donaldson-Thomas invariants was formulated in [16], and its physical interpretations have
been discussed among others in [17, 18]. Donaldson-Thomas invariants dened in terms of
product decompositions of certain series have been analyzed in particular in [1, 19]. There
are two classes of all above mentioned BPS invariants, referred to as classical and quan-
tum. The denition of the latter ones, also called rened or motivic, involves an additional
parameter q, such that the classical invariants are recovered in the q ! 1 limit.
While our results are of more general interest, the analysis in this paper is conducted
primarily in the context of Labastida-Mari~no-Ooguri-Vafa (LMOV) invariants associated to
knots [9{11]. From physics perspective LMOV invariants count the number of M2-branes
attached to M5-branes in the conifold geometry. The three-dimensional part of M5-branes
spans a lagrangian submanifold in the conifold, whose geometry is determined by a type
of a knot. LMOV invariants can be regarded as a reformulation of colored HOMFLY
polynomials PR(a; q), which are labeled by arbitrary representations (Young diagrams)
R and depend on two parameters a and q. In order to determine LMOV invariants one
needs to combine colored HOMFLY polynomials into a generating series and consider its
product decomposition, with the argument q of HOMFLY polynomials identied as the
quantum parameter.
HOMFLY polynomials Pr(a; q)  PSr(a; q) labeled by symmetric representations R =
Sr form an interesting class [20{22]. On one hand, it is known that such polynomials
satisfy recursion relations that can be represented in terms of generalized quantum A-
polynomials [23{28], closely related to augmentation polynomials [29]. On the other hand,
they form a closed subsystem, within which LMOV invariants can be consistently de-
ned [22]. Therefore the structure of this class of LMOV invariants should be encoded in
quantum A-polynomials, and one aim of this work is to reveal such a connection. More-
over, in the classical limit q ! 1 quantum A-polynomials reduce to classical algebraic
curves, and it was shown in [22] that such algebraic curves indeed encode classical LMOV
invariants. Our present work can be therefore regarded as a generalization of [22] to the
quantum case. As in [22], in this work we also introduce one additional simplication and
consider extremal HOMFLY polynomials, namely coecients of the highest or lowest pow-
ers of a in a given colored HOMFLY polynomial, which we denote respectively as Pr (q),
or simply Pr(q). One advantage of the analysis of extremal polynomials is a chance of
obtaining explicit, exact results that represent main features of a problem, without delving
into technicalities. We denote the corresponding extremal LMOV invariants as Nr;j or
simply Nr;j .
Note that (extremal) quantum A-polynomials are examples of quantum curves, which
are objects that have been actively studied in last years [30{35]. One interesting problem
in this eld is how to determine whether a given classical algebraic curve is quantizable,
and how to formulate a general quantization procedure, which lifts such an algebraic curve
into a quantum curve. We believe that the relation between quantum curves and BPS
counting that we analyze, and in particular integrality of BPS invariants associated to a
given quantum curve, provides an interesting perspective on these problems. An important
aspect of our work is an explicit computation of dual extremal quantum A-polynomials
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for some twist and torus knots, summarized in (4.11) and (4.54) and in the attached
Mathematica le. In particular an interesting toy model of quantum BPS invariants arises
as m = 2 case of (4.11), which denes a novel q-deformed version of Catalan numbers
that encode integral invariants; analogous results for other values of m dene interesting
q-deformations of Fuss-Catalan numbers.
Let us stress that one of the motivations for this work have been the results of Markus
Reineke on Donaldson-Thomas invariants for m-loop quivers [1]. It turns out that these
particular invariants are closely related to extremal LMOV invariants for framed unknot
and twist knots. In general combinatorial models presented in this work are motivated
by the construction in [1], and after some redenitions reduce to that construction in
case of framed unknot or twist knots. For this reason some of our notation follows [1]
and we discuss relations to that work when appropriate. In particular the results of [1]
imply that all maximal LMOV invariants for framed unknot and twist knots are integer,
which immediately proves integrality of corresponding classical LMOV invariants for twist
knots and divisibility statements, discussed in [22]. What is novel in our approach is
that we associate combinatorial models to quantum curves (which have not been discussed
in the context of Donaldson-Thomas invariants for quivers), our construction works for
quite general class of quantum curves (not restricted to a rather special class of dierence
equations related to m-loop quivers), and it leads to interesting results in the realm of knot
invariants, seemingly unrelated to [1].
The main results of this work are as follows. First, we introduce a generating function
of unnormalized colored (extremal) HOMFLY polynomials
P (x; q) =
X
r
Pr(q)x
r =
Y
r1;j;l0

1  xrqj+2l+1
Nr;j
(1.1)
whose product decomposition that involves LMOV invariants Nr;j in exponents follows
from the general LMOV decomposition [10, 11]. It can also be shown [22] that P (x; q)
satises a dierence equation that can be written in the form
bA(bx; by; q)P (x; q) = 0; (1.2)
where bA(bx; by; q) is an (extremal) dual quantum A-polynomial (which is simply related to
the operator that encodes recursion relations for colored polynomials Pr(q)), bx acts by
multiplication by x, and byP (x; q) = P (qx; q). We then argue that, instead of considering
colored polynomials Pr(q) or their generating series P (x; q), it is of advantage to focus on
the ratio Y (x; q) = P (q
2x;q)
P (x;q) , which can be regarded as a functional representation of the
operator by2.
Our main result is a construction of a combinatorial model, whose building blocks
are encoded in coecients of the (dual) quantum A-polynomial bA(bx; by; q) and can be in-
terpreted as letters in a formal language. One can build words and sentences (series of
words) out of these letters. There are two gradings in this model: each letter has a weight
q and each word (created out of original letters) in a given sentence is weighted by x.
This model is designed in such a way that its generating function (Hilbert-Poincare series)
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reproduces Y (x; q)
Y (x; q) =
P (q2x; q)
P (x; q)
=
1X
n=0
Yn(q)x
n =
1X
n=0
 X
s2Tn
sgn(s)qwt(s)
!
xn; (1.3)
where sgn(s) denotes a sign assigned to a sentence s, wt(s) denotes the total number of
original letters in a given sentence, and Tn is a (nite) set of sentences consisting of n
words and built recursively according to the rules that we specify in detail in what follows.
In general, we believe that combinatorial properties of coecients Yn(q) deserve thorough
studies, especially in the context of knot theory.
A further motivation to construct the combinatorial model is that, apart from repro-
ducing Y (x; q) according to (1.3), it provides insight into the structure of LMOV invariants.
Namely, regarding sentences built out of original letters as words in a new language, one
can consider a set TL of Lyndon words in this language. A Lyndon word, dened as a
word that is lexicographically strictly smaller than all its cyclic shifts, is one of basic no-
tions in the eld known as combinatorics on words [2{4]. In order to take into account
signs that appear in the decomposition (1.1) we enlarge slightly a set of Lyndon words and
construct related sets TL;+r consisting of sentences of length r, such that BPS numbers are
reconstructed as X
j
Nr;jq
j+1 =
1
[r]q2
X
s2TL;+r
sgn(s)qwt(s); (1.4)
where [r]q2 =
1 q2r
1 q2 is a standard q
2-number. The integrality of Nr;j requires that the
sum on the right hand side of the above equation is divisible by [r]q2 , which is a non-trivial
condition that can be regarded as a reformulation and sharpening of the LMOV conjecture.
For framed unknot and twist knots such divisibility follows from the results in [1], and we
also verify it for some range of r for various torus knots.
The combinatorial model that we construct leads to other interesting results. First,
we deduce from it recursion relations directly for LMOV invariants Nr;j . Second, in the
classical limit q ! 1 the dual quantum A-polynomial (1.2) reduces to a classical algebraic
curve referred to as a dual extremal A-polynomial in [22]
A(x; y) = 0; (1.5)
whose solution y = y(x) decomposes as
y(x)2 = Y (x; 1) =
1Y
r=1
 
1  xr rbr (1.6)
and encodes classical LMOV invariants br =
P
j Nr;j . In terms of the combinatorial model
br =
X
j
Nr;j =
1
r
X
s2TL;+r
sgn(s); (1.7)
so the integrality condition for classical LMOV invariants amounts to the statement that
for each r the sum in the above expression is divisible by r. The interplay between classical
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LMOV invariants and algebraic curves was analyzed in [22], and the above statements
explain how those results are related to combinatorial models discussed here.
The results presented in this paper could be generalized in various directions. It is
desirable to prove divisibility by [r]q2 in (1.4) for all r, and hence integrality of all ex-
tremal LMOV invariants, for other classes of knots. Such relations should be interesting
also from the viewpoint of number theory, similarly as discussed in [22]. Apart from ex-
tremal invariants, it should be intersting to consider full colored HOMFLY polynomials
and include dependence on a in combinatorial models that we construct. Similarly a de-
pendence on the Poincare parameter t could be included, and models that we consider
could be related to colored homological invariants (knot homologies, superpolynomials,
super-A-polynomials), considered e.g. in [20, 24, 26]. In general, combinatorial interpre-
tation of Yn(q) introduced in (1.3) deserves further studies and might lead to interesting
reformulations of standard knot invariants. Furthermore, relations between BPS invariants
and quantum A-polynomials that we discuss should shed light on quantization of algebraic
curves [30{35].
The plan of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we review a construction of extremal
LMOV invariants and dual A-polynomials. In section 3 we present a construction of a
combinatorial model for BPS states and discuss its relations to quantum A-polynomials
and combinatorics on words. In section 4 we illustrate our results in examples that include
twist and torus knots, and peculiar q-deformations of Catalan numbers. In the appendix
we present some technical computations, discuss relations to results in [1], and provide
explicit form of LMOV invariants in various examples.
2 (Extremal) BPS invariants and (dual) A-polynomials
In this section we recall two important features of HOMFLY polynomials colored by sym-
metric representations: on one hand they encode Labastida-Mari~no-Ooguri-Vafa (LMOV)
invariants, and on the other hand they satisfy recursion relations, which can be encoded
in quantum A-polynomials. We also introduce corresponding extremal invariants, follow-
ing [22].
First we recall the construction of LMOV invariants [9{11] and present its specialization
to the case of Sr-colored and extremal HOMFLY polynomials [22]. The starting point is
to consider the Ooguri-Vafa generating function
Z(U; V ) =
X
R
TrRU TrRV = exp
 1X
n=1
1
n
TrUnTrV n
!
; (2.1)
where U = P exp
H
K A is the holonomy of U(N) Chern-Simons gauge eld along a knot
K, V can be interpreted as a source, and the sum runs over all representations R, i.e. all
two-dimensional partitions. The LMOV conjecture states that


Z(U; V )

=
X
R
PR(a; q)TrRV = exp
 1X
n=1
X
R
1
n
fR(a
n; qn)TrRV
n
!
; (2.2)
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where the expectation value of the holonomy is identied with the unreduced HOMFLY
polynomial of a knot K, hTrRUi = PR(a; q), for the unknot in the fundamental represen-
tation normalized as P 01 (a; q) =
a a 1
q q 1 . The functions fR(a; q) take form
fR(a; q) =
X
i;j
NR;i;ja
iqj
q   q 1 ; (2.3)
where NR;i;j are conjecturally integer BPS degeneracies (LMOV invariants), which count
M2-branes ending on M5-branes that wrap a Lagrangian submanifold associated to a given
knot K in the conifold geometry. For a xed R there is a nite number of non-zero NR;i;j .
Consider now a one-dimensional V  x. In this case TrRV 6= 0 only for symmet-
ric representations R = Sr (labeled by partitions with a single row with r boxes) and
TrSr(x) = x
r. Denoting Pr(a; q) = PSr(s; q), Nr;i;j = NSr;i;j , fr = fSr , in this case we can
write (2.2) as
P (x; a; q) =
1X
r=0
Pr(a; q)x
r = exp
 X
r;n1
1
n
fr(a
n; qn)xnr
!
=
Y
r1;i;j;l0

1  xraiqj+2l+1
Nr;i;j
; (2.4)
so that fr(a; q) are expressed solely in terms of S
r-colored HOMFLY polynomials, e.g.
f1(a; q) = P1(a; q); f2(a; q) = P2(a; q)  1
2
P1(a; q)
2   1
2
P1(a
2; q2); (2.5)
f3(a; q) = P3(a; q)  P1(a; q)P2(a; q) + 1
3
P1(a; q)
3   1
3
P1(a
3; q3): (2.6)
In consequence LMOV invariants Nr;i;j for symmetric representations can be consistently
dened and form a closed system.
Furthermore, we recall that Sr-colored HOMFLY polynomials satisfy a linear q-
dierence equation [27], which for all r 2 Z (with Pr(a; q) = 0 for r < 0) can be written in
terms of an operator bA(cM; bL; a; q) called quantum (a-deformed) A-polynomial
bA(cM; bL; a; q)Pr(a; q)   X
m;l
Al;m(a; q)cM2mbLl
!
Pr(a; q) = 0; (2.7)
where cM and bL are operators that satisfy the relation cM bL = qbLcM and are represented as
cMPr(a; q) = qrPr(a; q); bLPr(a; q) = Pr+1(a; q): (2.8)
Multiplying (2.7) by xr, summing over all integers r, then acting with bLlcM2m, and denoting
the maximal power of bL by lmax, we can transform (2.7) intoX
l;m
Al;m(a; q)bxlmax lby2mP (x; a; q) = 0; (2.9)
where bx and by are operators acting on the generating function P (x; a; q) as
bxP (x; a; q) = xP (x; a; q); byP (x; a; q) = P (qx; a; q): (2.10)
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Finally, we dene a dual quantum A-polynomialbA(bx; by; a; q) = X
l;m
Al;m(a; q)bxlby2m; Al;m(a; q) = Almax l;m(a; q); (2.11)
in terms of which (2.9) is written simply asbA(bx; by; a; q)P (x; a; q) = 0: (2.12)
In the limit q ! 1 one can consider classical versions of (dual) A-polynomials and
LMOV invariants. In this limit the dual quantum A-polynomial reduces to an algebraic
curve
A(x; y; a) = 0; (2.13)
whose solution y = y(x) = limq!1
P (qx)
P (x) decomposes as
y(x) =
1Y
r=1
 
1  xrai rbr;i=2 (2.14)
where br;i =
P
j Nr;i;j are classical LMOV invariants.
Following [22], we can also restrict the results reviewed above to extremal cases, i.e.
focus only on coecients of lowest or highest (bottom and top) powers of a in colored
HOMFLY polynomials. To this end we focus on (a large class of) knots that satisfy
Pr(a; q) =
rc+X
i=rc 
aipr;i(q) (2.15)
for some integers c and for every natural number r, where pr;rc(q) 6= 0, and dene
Pr (q) = pr;rc(q): (2.16)
Likewise, we can consistently introduce extremal LMOV invariants Nr;j = Nr;rc;j , so that
P(x; q) 
X
r
Pr (q)x
r =
Y
r1;j;l0

1  xrqj+2l+1
Nr;j
: (2.17)
If Pr(a; q) is annihilated by bA(cM; bL; a; q), then its extremal part Pr (q) is annihilated by the
operator bA(cM; bL; q) obtained by multiplying bA(cM; bL; a1; q) by arc and then setting
a = 0, so that (2.12) reduces to
bA(bx; by; q)P(x; q)   X
l;m
Al;m(q)bxlby2m
!
P(x; q) = 0: (2.18)
In the classical limit we obtain extremal dual A-polynomial equation A(x; y) = 0, whose
solution y = y(x) encodes extremal classical LMOV invariants br
y =
Y
r
(1  xr) rbr =2; br =
X
j
Nr;j : (2.19)
In most of this paper we focus on extremal invariants, so we often suppress superscripts
 and denote extremal HOMFLY polynomials and their generating series, LMOV invari-
ants, dual A-polynomials, etc. simply as Pr(q); P (x; q); Nr;j ; br; bA(bx; by; q);Al;m;A(x; y), etc.
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3 BPS counting and combinatorics on words
In this section we introduce a combinatorial model for BPS state counting. We focus on
extremal invariants and suppress indices  in various expressions. A generalization to full
HOMFLY polynomials (including a-dependence) or superpolynomials (depending on an
additional parameter t) is also possible, however the extremal case enables us to illustrate
the essence of the construction, without additional technical complications.
First, we propose to consider the following ratio of generating functions (2.17), which
can be considered as a functional representation of by2 operator
Y (x; q) =
P (q2x; q)
P (x; q)
=
1Y
r=1
Y
j
r 1Y
l=0

1  xrqj+2l+1
 Nr;j  1X
n=0
Yn(q)x
n; (3.1)
where coecients Yn(q) on the right hand side are dened upon an expansion in x and
in particular Y0(q) = 1. The function Y (x; q), similarly to P (x; q) in (2.17), encodes
all quantum LMOV invariants Nr;j , however it has an important advantage: Yn(q), as a
coecient at xn, is a nite polynomial in q (this is not so in case of (2.17), for which
coecients at various powers of x are rational functions in q). This is a crucial feature
that enables to construct a combinatorial model. In the classical limit q ! 1, Y (x; 1) is
identied as a square of (2.14) that solves the classical dual extremal A-polynomial equation
A(x; y) = 0.
Note that dividing (2.18) by P (x; q), it can be rewritten in the form
A(x; Y (x; q); q) 
X
l;m
Al;m(q)xlY (x; q)(m;q2) = 0; (3.2)
where the m'th q-power of a function f(x; q) is dened as
f(x; q)(m;q) =
m 1Y
i=0
f(qix; q): (3.3)
Our construction of the combinatorial model will be based on the recursive analysis of the
equation (3.2), which is expressed in terms of coecients in the extremal A-polynomial
Al;m(q). It is clear that these coecients cannot be arbitrary | the existence of integer
LMOV invariants imposes strong constraints on the form of the generating function (2.17),
and so on the equation it satises. While precise conditions on A-polynomials that guar-
antee integrality are quite subtle [30], in what follows we consider a large class of equa-
tions (3.2) of the form
A(x; Y (x; q); q) = 1  Y (x; q) +
X
l1;m1
Al;m(q)xlY (x; q)(m;q2) +
X
l2
Al;0(q)xl = 0; (3.4)
where  is nite subset of N. In the above equation coecients Al;m(q) take form
A0;0(q) = 1; A0;1(q) =  1; A0;m(q) = 0 8m  2: (3.5)
All examples of quantum A-polynomials for knots that we analyzed are of this form. In
particular, this form implies that Y (x; q)  1 for small x, which is consistent with (3.1).
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Due to the presence of the last term
P
l2Al;0(q)xl we call the equation (3.4) as
nonhomogeneous. In what follows we consider rst a homogeneous equation
A(x; Y (x; q); q) = 1  Y (x; q) +
X
l1;m1
Al;m(q)xlY (x; q)(m;q2) = 0; (3.6)
which is characterized by Al;0(q) = 0 for l  1. The combinatorial model associated to
the nonhomogeneous equation (3.4) is a generalization of the model for the homogeneous
case, and in fact, depending on a knot, A-polynomials yield either homogeneous or nonho-
mogeneous equations, so in any case it is important to analyze both these cases. For this
reason we present rst a construction of the combinatorial model for the case of (3.6), and
subsequently generalize it to the case of (3.4). In what follows we also use the notation
Al;m(q) =
X
j
Al;m;jqj : (3.7)
Our aim is to construct a combinatorial model associated to bA(bx; by; q), whose gener-
ating function is equal to Y (x; q)
Y (x; q) =
1X
n=0
Yn(q)x
n =
1X
n=0
 X
s2Tn
sgn(s)qwt(s)
!
xn: (3.8)
Therefore Y (x; q) can be thought of as a (signed) Hilbert-Poincare series of a bigraded free
algebra B whose basis is a graded set T =
S1
n=0 Tn, sgn(s) denotes a sign of an element s,
and an integer-valued weight wt(s) provides the second grading [1].
3.1 Combinatorial model, homogeneous case
We construct rst a combinatorial model associated to a homogeneous equation (3.6). Note
that expanding (3.6) in powers of x we obtain recursion relations for Yn(q) introduced
in (3.1)
Yn(q) =
X
l1;m1
Al;m(q)
X
k0+:::+km 1=n l
 
m 1Y
i=0
q2ikiYki(q)
!
; (3.9)
with the initial condition Y0(q) = 1. Our rst aim is to construct the set T =
S1
n=0 Tn
introduced in (3.8) in a way consistent with the recursion (3.9), which in particular suggests
that Tn should be obtained by concatenation of elements of Tk0 ; Tk1 ; : : : ; Tkm 1 .
Our construction of T is based on the notion of a formal language, natural in the
context of a free algebra. We recall rst a few basic denitions. Consider a countable,
totally ordered set  called an alphabet, whose elements are letters. Strings of letters are
called words ; an empty word is denoted ". The set of all words made of letters from the
alphabet  is denoted by . Lists of words are called sentences. We denote by  the
set of all sentences made of words from . For appropriately dened alphabet , our set
T will arise as a subset of .
The length lt(s) of a sentence s is dened as the number of words it consists of.
The weight wt() of a word  is dened as the number of letters it consists of. We also
dene an antiword  as a word  with the opposite weight assigned, wt() =  wt().
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A weight of a sentence s = [1; : : : ; S ] is dened by wt(s) =
PS
i=1 wt(i). Note that
wt([ ]) = wt(["]) = 0, so wt(s) is insensitive to the number of words in s (as [ ] contains
no words whereas ["] contains one). We denote a concatenation of two words ;  2  by
  , and for positive j we dene
j =         | {z }
j
; ( j) =         | {z } :
j
(3.10)
Concatenation of sentences s = [1; : : : ; S ] and t = [1; : : : ; T ] is also denoted by 
s  t = [1; : : : ; S ; 1; : : : ; T ] ; sj = s  s      s| {z }
j
: (3.11)
In particular for a sentence consisting of one word []
[]j = []  []      []| {z }
j
= [; ;    ; ]| {z } :
j
(3.12)
For two sentences of the same length s = [1; : : : ; S ] and t = [1; : : : ; S ] we also dene
s _ t = [1  1; : : : ; S  S ]: (3.13)
We can present now a recursive construction of a combinatorial model. The initial
condition Y0(q) = 1 means that T0 consists of one element of trivial weight, so that it is
natural to identify it with the empty list
T0 = f[ ]g: (3.14)
Furthermore we choose an alphabet  that consists of I =
P
l1;m1;j jAl;m;j j letters and
out of those letters construct I dierent one letter words, which we assign uniquely to all I
units represented by coecients in the relation (3.9). In order to dene the recursion step
that determines Tn let us:
 assume that we have constructed sets T0; T1; : : : ; Tn 1,
 x a partition k0 + : : :+km 1 = n  l (without demanding k0  : : :  km 1) together
with m sentences sk0 ; sk1 ; : : : ; skm 1 from Tk0 ; Tk1 ; : : : ; Tkm 1 respectively,
 x l, m, j for which Al;m;j is non-vanishing,
 x a one letter word  corresponding to one unit in Al;m;j .
Then we dene a new sentence
s(l;m; j; sk0 ; : : : ; skm 1 ;) = sgn (Al;m;j) ["] (l 1)  [j ] (3.15)


[2(m 1)]km 1 _ skm 1

    

[2]k1 _ sk1

 sk0
where " is an empty word. As sign behaves under concatenation like under multiplication,
sgn
 
s(l;m; j; sk0 ; : : : ; skm 1 ;)

= sgn (Al;m;j)
m 1Y
i=0
sgn (ski) : (3.16)
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We dene Tn as a set of all sentences s constructed in (3.15), considering all possible
choices of (l;m; j; sk0 ; : : : ; skm 1 ;). Each Tn consists therefore of sentences of length n
and we denote
T =
1[
n=0
Tn: (3.17)
It follows from the above construction that Y (x; q) dened in (3.1) can be represented as
Y (x; q) =
1X
n=0
X
s2Tn
sgn(s)qwt(s)xn =
X
s2T
sgn(s)qwt(s)xlt(s); (3.18)
which is the result (3.8) that we have been after.
Note that if we dene B as the free algebra generated by elements of T with the
multiplication identied with the concatenation of sentences (3.11), and bigraded by the
number of words and the number of letters, then its Hilbert-Poincare series is equal to
HP (B) =
1X
n=0
1X
j=0
qjxndimBn;j =
X
s2T
qwt(s)xlt(s); (3.19)
where Bn;j is generated by all sentences of n words and j letters (so dimBn;j is the number
of such sentences in T ). Therefore (3.18) can be regarded as a signed analogue of HP (B).
In what follows we also illustrate the above construction graphically, by representing
words as columns of labeled boxes with letters (growing upwards), and sentences as hori-
zontal series of columns. Therefore elements of Tn consist of n columns and their weight
is given by the total number of boxes in all those columns (excluding boxes with an empty
word "). Here is an example of a sentence made of 3 words and of weight 5:
[; ; ] 


  
: (3.20)
3.2 Extremal LMOV invariants from Lyndon words
Having expressed Y (x; q) as a generating series of the combinatorial model described above,
we now show that LMOV invariants encoded in (3.1) also have a natural interpretation in
this model and are related to an important notion of Lyndon words. In what follows we
consider the following combinations of LMOV invariants Nr;j
Nr(q) =
X
j
Nr;jq
j+1: (3.21)
To start with we introduce a set T 0  T of primary sentences, i.e. sentences which
cannot be presented as a concatenation of other sentences
T 0 = fs 2 T : s 6= s1  s2  : : :  st 8si 2 T; t > 1g : (3.22)
This set decomposes into subsets of primary sentences of length n
T 0n = T
0 \ Tn: (3.23)
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Elements of T 0 generate a free algebra, which we denote by B0. Since every sentence
from T can be uniquely represented as a concatenation of primary sentences, there is an
isomorhpism of a tensor algebra T
 
B0

and the algebra B
T
 
B0
 = B: (3.24)
This isomorphism induces a bijection  
T 0
 ' ! T; (3.25)
where
 
T 0

is a formal language over an alphabet T 0 with a lexicographic ordering induced
by one from . The isomorphism ' on s 2 T 0 is dened as
' : s = w 7! s = [1; : : : ; S ] ; (3.26)
where on the left hand side we treat s as a one-letter word w 2  T 0, whereas on the right
hand side s is a sentence [1; : : : ; S ] 2 . The action of ' on words that contain more
letters can be obtained from the fact that ' translates concatenation of words in
 
T 0

into concatenation of sentences in 
' (w1  w2) = ' (w1)  ' (w2) : (3.27)
Note that the notion of words has now a multiple meaning, which we hope will be clear
from the context. In particular words in the language
 
T 0

can be identied with elements
of T , which are sentences from .
Let us recall now a denition of a Lyndon word: it is a word that is lexicographically
strictly smaller than all its cyclic shifts. For example, in the usual lexicographic ordering
[abcd] is a Lyndon word, because it is smaller than all its cyclic shifts [bcda], [cdab], and
[dabc]. An important Chen-Fox-Lyndon theorem asserts that every word can be written in a
unique way as a concatenation of Lyndon words, weakly decreasing lexicographically [2, 3].
Consider now a set of all Lyndon words in the language
 
T 0

and denote by TL the
image of this set under '. TL is doubly graded by the number of words and the number
of letters and in analogy to (3.23) can be decomposed into subsets of length n
TLn = T
L \ Tn: (3.28)
Let us rewrite now the generating series (3.18) taking advantage of the Chen-Fox-
Lyndon theorem. Consider rst the Hilbert-Poincare series (3.19) and note, that the
Chen-Fox-Lyndon theorem implies that every term in the expression
P
s2T=(T 0) q
wt(s)xlt(s)
corresponds to a product of Lyndon words. Since in the Chen-Fox-Lyndon theorem factors
decrease weakly, we have to consider all possible numbers of copies si of a given Lyndon
word s. Ordinary multiplication is commutative so the order in the product over Lyndon
words does not matter, although keeping it xed is crucial for proper counting. It follows
that the Hilbert-Poincare series (3.19) can be determined by considering the product of
generators corresponding to Lyndon words
HP (B) =
Y
s2TL
 1X
i=0
qwt(s
i)xlt(s
i)
!
=
Y
s2TL
 1X
i=0
 
qwt(s)xlt(s)
i!
=
Y
s2TL
1
1  qwt(s)xlt(s) :
(3.29)
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Analogously, the generating series Y (x; q) can be written as
Y (x; q) =
Y
s2TL
 1X
i=0
sgn
 
si

qwt(s
i)xlt(s
i)
!
=
Y
s2TL
1
1  sgn (s) qwt(s)xlt(s) ; (3.30)
and to determine it we have to include the sign dependence in (3.29) and change every
qwt(s
i)xlt(s
i) into sgn
 
si

qwt(s
i)xlt(s
i). This can be achieved using 1  qjxr = 1 (q
jxr)
2
1+qjxr
,
Y (x; q) =
 Y
s2TL;sgn(s)>0
1
1  qwt(s)xlt(s)
! Y
s2TL;sgn(s)<0
1  qwt(s)xlt(s)
1  q2wt(s)x2lt(s)
!
: (3.31)
Furthermore, we can treat
 
1  q2wt(s)x2lt(s) 1 as coming from extra sentences. Follow-
ing [1] we dene a new set
TL;+ = TL [ s  s : s 2 TL; sgn (s) =  1	 (3.32)
and denote by TL;+r a subset of TL;+ consisting of sentences of r words, so that
TL;+ =
1[
r=0
TL;+r ; (3.33)
and by TL;+p;r denote a subset of T
L;+
r containing sentences of p letters. Note that
T 0  TL  TL;+  T: (3.34)
Now we can write
Y (x; q) =
Y
s2TL;+
 
1  qwt(s)xlt(s) sgn(s) = Y
r1
Y
p
(1  qpxr) Qr;p ; (3.35)
where
Qr;p =
X
s2TL;+p;r
sgn (s) (3.36)
is a net number of elements of TL;+p;r . We can interpret the equation (3.35) as the cor-
respondence between elements of TL;+ and bosonic (for sgn (s) = 1) or fermionic (for
sgn (s) =  1) generators. In addition we dene
Qr(q) =
X
s2TL;+r
sgn (s) qwt(s) =
pmaxX
p=pmin
Qr;pq
p: (3.37)
By comparison of two expressions for Y (x; q) given in (3.1) and (3.35)
Y (x; q) =
1Y
r=1
Y
j
r 1Y
l=0

1  xrqj+2l+1
 Nr;j
=
1Y
r=1
Y
p
(1  qpxr) Qr;p (3.38)
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we then nd
Nr(q) =
X
j
Nr;jq
j+1 =
Qr(q)
[r]q2
=
1
[r]q2
X
s2TL;+r
sgn (s) qwt(s): (3.39)
This is one of our main results. Note that Qr;p are integer and can be constructed for any
equation of the form (3.6) (as well as (3.4), as discussed in the next section). However
divisibility of Qr(q) by [r]q2 =
1 q2r
1 q2 is not guaranteed, and it equivalent to integrality of
BPS invariants Nr;j .
3.3 Nonhomogeneous case
In this section we generalize the above construction to the nonhomogeneous case (3.4),
with A0;0(q) =  A0;1(q) = 1, A0;m(q) = 0 for m  2, and Al;0(q) =
P
j Al;0;jqj 6= 0. This
generalization does not aect the form of the recursion (3.9) for n > lmax, where lmax is
the largest element in . However it modies expressions for Yn(q) for n  lmax, which
we can interpret as a new set of initial conditions. It turns out that we can consider rst
the homogeneous equation (3.6) as in section 3.1, and modify its solution in order to take
the nonhomogeneous term into account. Let us denote sets associated to the homogeneous
equation, obtained as in sections 3.1 and 3.2, with an additional a superscript hom. These
are the sets of sentences of the form (3.15) T hom =
S1
n=0 T
hom
n , primary sentences T
hom;0,
Lyndon words T hom;L and its modied version, T hom;L;+; we also identify the language 
T hom;0

with T hom.
Now we construct a combinatorial model for the nonhomogeneous equation (3.4). Its
rst ingredient is a set T nonh =
S1
n=0 T
nonh
n , similarly as before determined recursively, and
with the same initial condition as in the homogeneous case
T nonh0 = T
hom
0 = f[ ]g: (3.40)
Furthermore, we introduce two sets of letters. First, we consider
P
l1;m1;j jAl;m;j j =
I letters assigned to the coecients of the homogeneous equation, in the same way as
before. Second, we augment the alphabet  by
P
l2;j jAl;0;j j = J new letters, which
are lexicographically strictly smaller than letters from the rst set, and assign jAl;0;j j one
letter words to every Al;0;j in A(x; Y; q). We denote one letter words corresponding to
every unit in
P
l2;j jAl;0;j j by ; ; ; : : :, and one letter words corresponding to every unit
in
P
l1;m0;j jAl;m;j j by ; ; ; : : :. Now for each one letter word  corresponding to one
unit in Al;0;j we dene a new sentence of l words and j letters
s(l; j; ) = sgn(Al;0;j) ["] (l 1)  [j ]: (3.41)
Note that this can be regarded a generalization of (3.15) to the case m = 0.
We assume that the sets T nonh0 ; T
nonh
1 ; : : : ; T
nonh
n 1 have been already constructed, and
dene T nonhn recursively. Let us denote by T
aux1
n the set of all sentences s(n; j; ) constructed
as in (3.41), corresponding to all units in all An;0;j 6= 0. We also introduce a set T aux2n of
all sentences s(l;m; j; sk0 ; : : : ; skm 1 ;) built as in (3.15), however with one modication.
Namely, when considering the partition k0 + : : :+ km 1 = n  l together with m sentences
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sk0 ; sk1 ; : : : ; skm 1 , we demand that at least one of them is ski = s(ki; j; ), while the rest
are elements of T homk0 ; T
hom
k1
; : : : ; T homkm 1 (all T
hom
ki
excluded) respectively. Finally we dene
T nonhn = T
hom
n [ T aux1n [ T aux2n : (3.42)
Note that sentences s(l; j; ) corresponding to nonhomogeneous terms are present in the
recursion for T nonhn in two ways: as themselves and as subsentences ski , but they never
contribute to their own recursion with the expression for a new sentence starting with
sgn(Al;0;j) ["] (l 1)  [j ]. Having constructed all sets T nonhn we form
T nonh =
1[
n=0
T nonhn : (3.43)
We also consider a free algebra Bnonh, generated by elements of T nonh.
Following section 3.2 we dene now a set of primary sentences
T nonh;0 =
n
s 2 T nonh : s 6= s1  s2  : : :  st 8si 2 T nonh; t > 1
o
(3.44)
that generate the free algebra Bnonh;0. We also introduce a formal language
 
T nonh;0

over
an alphabet T nonh;0, a set of Lyndon words (which are strictly smaller than all their cyclic
shifts) T nonh;L in this language, and a modied set
T nonh;L;+ = T nonh;L [
n
s  s : s 2 T nonh;L; sgn (s) =  1
o
: (3.45)
There is however a crucial dierence with section 3.2, namely Bnonh  T
 
Bnonh;0

.
This can be seen e.g. by noting that if
s = s(l; j; ) = sgn(Al;0;j) ["] (l 1)  [j ] 2 T nonh;0l (3.46)
then the tensor product of two such elements s belongs to T
 
Bnonh;0

, but
s  s = ["] (l 1)  [j ]  ["] (l 1)  [j ] =2 T nonh2l : (3.47)
This is a consequence of the fact that nonhomogeneous terms Al;0(q)xl do not correspond to
the recursion, while Al;m(q)xlY (x; q)(m;q2) do. In other words, there are \too many words"
in
 
T nonh;0

and this set cannot be identied with T nonh. We can still dene a map ' that
translates words from
 
T nonh;0

into sentences from , analogously to (3.26) and (3.27),
however T nonh is a subset of the image of '. To x this we introduce an equivalence relation
on words in
 
T nonh;0

, by imposing that two words w1; w2 2
 
T nonh;0

are equivalent,
w1  w2, if their factorizations dier by Lyndon words whose images under ':
 are not primary sentences and the rst subsentence is s(l; j; ) from (3.41) for some
l; j; , or
 are the second or next copies of s(l; j; ) from (3.41) for some l; j;  in the image of
factorization.
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For example w1 = s from (3.41) is in relation with w2 = s  s from (3.47), because their
factorizations dier by s, whose image under ' is the sentence s(l; j; ) that appears the
second time in the image of factorization. We can interpret this equivalence relation as
trivializing these words in T nonh;L, whose images under ' would have arisen in the recursion
corresponding to s(l; j; ) from (3.41) for some l; j; .
Now we can dene a bijection ~' that maps the conjugacy class in (Tnonh;0)

= to the
image of its shortest representative under '. ~' preserves the concatenation, so we can write
(Tnonh;0)

= = T nonh; T(Bnonh;0)= = Bnonh: (3.48)
We also dene
TL = ~'
 
Tnonh;L=

; TL;+ = ~'
 
Tnonh;L;+=

; TL;+r = T
L;+ \ T nonhr : (3.49)
By Chen-Fox-Lyndon theorem, (3.48), and (3.49) imply that every word in T nonh can be
written in a unique way as a concatenation of elements of TL. Finally, as in (3.39), we nd
Nr(q) =
X
j
Nr;jq
j+1 =
Qr(q)
[r]q2
; Qr(q) =
X
p
Qr;pq
p =
X
s2TL;+r
sgn (s) qwt(s); (3.50)
which determine Y (x; q) as in
Y (x; q) =
1Y
r=1
Y
j
r 1Y
l=0

1  xrqj+2l+1
 Nr;j
=
1Y
r=1
Y
p
(1  qpxr) Qr;p : (3.51)
3.4 Yn(q) vs. Qr(q) and explicit recursions for LMOV invariants
So far we have provided a recursive construction of a combinatorial model that yields Yn(q)
and Qr(p) =
Ppmax
p=pmin
Qr;pq
p on the level of generating series, so that
Y (x; q) =
1X
n=0
Yn(q)x
n =
Y
r1
Y
p
(1  qpxr) Qr;p : (3.52)
Let us point out that, apart from the recursive construction, also a direct relation between
Yn(q) and Qr(p) can be given. This relation takes form
Yn(q) =
X
1v1+:::+nvn=n
 
nY
r=1
Qr(q)
(vr)
vr!
!
; (3.53)
where
Qr(q)
(vr) =
X
upmin+upmin+1+:::+upmax=vr
 
vr
upmin ; upmin+1 ; : : : ; upmax
!
pmaxY
j=pmin
Q
(uj)
r;p q
puj ; (3.54)
Q
(uj)
r;p = Qr;p(Qr;p + 1)(Qr;p + 2) : : : (Qr;p + uj   1): (3.55)
The relation (3.53) follows from a direct expansion of both sides of (3.52), as we show
in appendix A. Moreover it can be interpreted as a manifestation of the combinatorial
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construction presented earlier. First note, that while a rising Pochhammer symbol (3.55)
is a generalization of an ordinary power, the expression (3.54) can be regarded as an
analogous generalization of an ordinary multinomial formula
Qr(q)
vr =
X
upmin+upmin+1+:::+upmax=vr
 
vr
upmin ; upmin+1 ; : : : ; upmax
!
pmaxY
j=pmin
Q
uj
r;pq
puj : (3.56)
Similarly, the equation (3.53) can be interpreted as a generalization of a multinomial for-
mula, which corresponds to elements of growing size (1v1 + : : :+ nvn = n versus ordinary
v1 + : : : + vn = n) that can be multiplied only in one particular order. This is in fact the
case of the Chen-Fox-Lyndon theorem, where every sentence (from T = '((T 0)) in our
construction) can be written in a unique way as a concatenation of elements (from TL)
weakly decreasing lexicographically. In other words, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between sentences from Tn and Lyndon factorizations, i.e. weakly decreasing concatena-
tions of v1 elements from T
L
1 , v2 elements from T
L
2 , etc., such that 1v1 + : : : + nvn = n.
Equation (3.53) is simply a signed and weighted sum over two sides of this correspondence:
a summation over elements of TL gives
P
s2Tn sgn(s)q
wt(s) = Yn(q), while a signed and
weighted sum over all Lyndon factorizations gives the right hand side of (3.53).
Furthermore, the result (3.53) can be also transformed into an explicit recursion re-
lation for LMOV invariants Nr;j . We present an example of such a recursion relation in
section 4.2.
3.5 Classical limit
In the classical limit q ! 1 the equation (3.2) reduces to an algebraic curveX
l;m
Al;m(1)xlY (x; 1)m = A(x; Y (x)) = 0; (3.57)
where A(x; Y (x)) is an extremal dual A-polynomial [22]. A solution of this equation
Y (x) = Y (x; 1) =
Q
r(1  xr) rbr encodes classical LMOV invariants (2.19), which we can
now interpret as a net number of elements in TL;+r divided by r
br = lim
q!1
Nr(q) =
1
r
X
s2TL;+r
sgn (s) : (3.58)
4 Examples
In this section we present several examples of combinatorial models associated to
knots. We take advantage of formulas for normalized (reduced) colored superpolynomi-
als PK;normr (a; q; t) derived in [24{26]. To determine LMOV invariants we need to consider
unreduced polynomials
PKr (a; q) = P
01
r (a; q)P
K;norm
r (a; q; 1); (4.1)
where colored HOMFLY polynomials for the unknot take form
P 01r (a; q) = a
 rqr
(a2; q2)r
(q2; q2)r
(4.2)
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where (x; q)r =
Qr 1
k=0(1  xqk). P 01r (a; q) satisfy the recursion relation
P 01r+1(a; q) =
aqr 1   a 1q1 r
qr   q r P
01
r (a; q): (4.3)
Following section 2 this relation yields the equation 
1  by2   bx  a 1q   aqby2P 01(x; a; q) = 0 (4.4)
for the generating series of colored HOMFLY polynomials, which can be written as
P 01(x; a; q) =
X
r
P 01r (a; q)x
r =
1Y
l=0

1  x1a 1q0+2l+1
 1
1  x1a1q0+2l+1
1
; (4.5)
and which encodes just two LMOV invariants N1; 1;0 =  1 and N1;1;0 = 1. When dis-
cussing extremal invariants, colored polynomials should be normalized by extremal colored
polynomials of the unknot, which can be read o from (4.2)
P
0 1
r (q) =
qr
(q2; q2)r
; P
0+1
r (q) =
( 1)rqr2
(q2; q2)r
: (4.6)
4.1 Twist knots and q-Fuss-Catalan numbers
There is a large class of knots, whose extremal normalized colored polynomials take form
P norm;mr (q) = q
r(r 1)m ( 1) rm : (4.7)
In the language of [20] these are knots whose homological diagrams have a single generator
in a top or bottom row (i.e. corresponding to a maximal or minimal degree of variable a).
Including the unknot normalization (4.6) and introducing m = m  for the minimal case and
m = m+ + 1 for the maximal one, unnormalized polynomials corresponding to (4.7) read
Pmr (q) = ( 1)rm
qr
2m r(m 1)
(q2; q2)r
: (4.8)
In fact many objects are characterized by this expression. First, twist knots Kp form
one class of knots whose extremal colored polynomials take form (4.8). In this case p =
 1; 2; 3; : : : denotes 41; 61; 81; : : : knots and their maximal invariants correspond to m =
m++1 = 2jpj+1, while p = 1; 2; 3; : : : denotes 31; 52; 72; : : : knots whose maximal invariants
correspond to m = m+ + 1 = 2p+ 2. Minimal invariants for all twist knots Kp with p < 0
correspond to m = m  =  2, however minimal invariants for twist knots with p > 0 are
not of the form (4.8). In addition m = 0; 1 correspond respectively to the minimal and
maximal colored polynomials for the unknot. The case m = 2 does not correspond to any
knot, however it is related to a certain (non-standard) q-deformation of Catalan numbers,
and similarly arbitrary m is related to a (non-standard) q-deformation of Fuss-Catalan
numbers. Values of m corresponding to twist knots are summarized in table 1. Also colored
extremal polynomials of the framed unknot have form (4.8). Finally, analogous formulas
appear in the context of Donaldson-Thomas invariants for m-loop quivers in [1], and we
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m  2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
case K p ; p < 0 0
 
1 0
+
1 Catalan 4
+
1 3
+
1 6
+
1 5
+
2 8
+
1 7
+
2 10
+
1 9
+
2
Table 1. Values of m for maximal and minimal (denoted  respectively) invariants for vari-
ous knots.
will take advantage of these results to show integrality of LMOV invariants corresponding
to (4.8).
Note that Pmr (q) satises a recursion relation of the form 
1  q2(r+1)Pmr+1(q) = ( 1)mq2rm+1Pmr (q); (4.9)
which equivalently can be written asbAm(cM; bL; q)Pmr (q) = 0; bAm(cM; bL; q) = bL  cM2bL  q( cM2)m: (4.10)
Upon redenitions discussed in section 2 we nd a dierence equationbAm(bx; by; q)Pm(x; q) = 0; bAm(bx; by; q) = 1  by2   qbx   by2m (4.11)
for the generating series Pm(x; q) =
P1
r=0 P
m
r (q)x
r. In terms of Y m(x; q) = P
m(q2x;q)
Pm(x;q)
dened in (3.1) this can be rewritten in the form (3.2)
Am(x; Y m(x; q); q) = 1  Y m(x; q)  qx ( Y m(x; q))(m;q2) = 0: (4.12)
This equation is of the homogeneous form (3.6). Let us focus on non-negative m; in this
case the corresponding recursion relation (3.9) reads
Y mn (q) = ( 1)m+1 q
X
k0+:::+km 1=n 1
 
m 1Y
i=0
q2ikiY mki (q)
!
(4.13)
and we can construct a combinatorial model, following the prescription presented in sec-
tions 3.1 and 3.2. Since in this case
P
l1;m1;j jAl;m;j j = 1, the alphabet  consists of one
letter and all words and sentences in the model are built out of a unique one letter word .
To construct a set T , we start with the initial data T0 = f[ ]g and recursively build sets
Tn. Having xed a partition k0 + : : : + km 1 = n   1 and m sentences sk0 ; sk1 ; : : : ; skm 1
from Tk0 ; Tk1 ; : : : ; Tkm 1 respectively, we dene a new sentence according to (3.15)
s(1;m; 1; sk0 ; : : : ; skm 1 ;) = ( 1)m+1 [] (4.14)


[2(m 1)]km 1 _ skm 1

    

[2]k1 _ sk1

 sk0 :
Tn is a set of all s(1;m; 1; sk0 ; : : : ; skm 1 ;) for all choices of partitions k0+: : :+km 1 = n 1
and sentences sk0 ; sk1 ; : : : ; skm 1 from Tk0 ; Tk1 ; : : : ; Tkm 1 respectively. Note that the sign
of an n-word sentence is ( 1)n(m+1).
In this example there is only one letter and the whole information is encoded in powers
of , which correspond to numbers of letters in words. Therefore we can simplify the
notation and identify a sentence s = ( 1)n(m+1) [1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n ] with a signed list
 = ( 1)n(m+1) [1; 2; : : : ; n] (4.15)
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of weight wt() = wt(s) = 1 + 2 +   + n. Now (4.14) is equivalent to
(m;(k0); : : : ; (km 1)) = ( 1)m+1 [1] 

[2 (m  1) ; : : : ; 2 (m  1)| {z }
km 1
] _ (km 1)

    

[2; : : : ; 2| {z }
k1
] _ (k1)

 (k0); (4.16)
with all operations on lists inherited from respective operations on sentences (note that
(ki) denotes a list equivalent to the sentence ski from Tki , whereas i denotes the i-th
element from the list ). Using (4.16) recursively we can construct a set of all n-element
lists  = ( 1)(m+1)n [1; 2; : : : ; n] such that
1 = 1; i  1 8i = 1; 2; : : : ; n; i+1   i 2 2Z; i+1   i  2(m  1): (4.17)
If  satises these conditions we call it a maximally-2(m   1)-step list. It follows that Tn
is equivalent to the set of all maximally-2(m  1)-step lists of n elements, and T = Sn Tn
is the set of all maximally-2(m  1)-step lists.
Furthermore, following (3.22), we call a list  primary if
 6= (1)  (2)  : : :  (t) 8(i) 2 T; t > 1; (4.18)
and T 0 =
S
n T
0
n is a set of all primary maximally-2(m   1)-step lists. We can build T 0
recursively. Note that a list  is primary if and only if it is of the form
 = (m; []; (k1); : : : ; (km 1)) = ( 1)m+1 [1] 

[2 (m  1) ; : : : ; 2 (m  1)| {z }
km 1
] _ (km 1)

    

[2; : : : ; 2| {z }
k1
] _ (k1)

; (4.19)
so it corresponds to the partition k0 = 0; k1 + k2 + : : : + km 1 = n   1. In consequence
we can write that T 0n is a set of all (m; []; (k1); : : : ; (km 1)) for all choices of partitions
k1 + : : :+ km 1 = n  1 and lists (k1); : : : ; (km 1) from Tk1 ; : : : ; Tkm 1 respectively. Hav-
ing constructed T 0, we identify it as a new alphabet with the ordering induced from N.
Following section 3.2 we dene also the set of Lyndon words TL; and TL;+, and ultimately
LMOV invariants are given as in (3.39)
Nmr (q) =
X
j
Nmr;jq
j+1 =
1
[r]q2
X
2TL;+r
( 1)(m+1)rqwt(): (4.20)
Interestingly, the model discussed above, associated to colored polynomials (4.8), is
equivalent to the combinatorics of the degenerate Cohomological Hall algebra of the m-
loop quiver considered in [1]. In particular it is proven in [1] that Donaldson-Thomas
invariants for m-loop quiver DT
(m)
r (q) determined from such a model are integer, and in
appendix B we show that these invariants are related to our LMOV invariants by a simple
redenition Nmr (q) = ( 1)(m+1)rq3r 2DT(m)r (q2). In consequence LMOV invariants Nmr;j
are integer too, which proves the LMOV conjecture in the extremal case for a large class of
knots. Moreover, in the classical limit this proves divisibility statements presented in [22].
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4.2 Explicit recursion relation for LMOV invariants
From the knowledge of the dual A-polynomial equation one can determine an explicit
recursion relation for LMOV invariants. We illustrate this statement in the case of the
equation of the form (4.12), corresponding to colored polynomials in (4.8). Let us consider
rst a non-negative integer m and consider combinations Nmr (q) =
P
j N
m
r;jq
j+1 introduced
in (3.21). In this case
Y m(x; q)(m;q
2) =
1Y
r=1
mr 1Y
l=0
jmaxY
j=jmin

1  xrqj+1+2l
 Nmr;j
; (4.21)
so that (3.53) yields
Y m(x; q)(m;q
2) =
1X
n=0
 X
1v1+2v2+:::+nvn=n
 
nY
r=1
1
vr!
 
Nmr (q)[mr]q2
(vr)!!xn: (4.22)
The leading term (of order x0) in (4.12) reads 1   Y m(0; q) = 0, which implies the initial
condition Nm0 (q) = 1. Comparing coecients at higher powers of x we get a relationX
1v1+:::+nvn+(n+1)vn+1=n+1
 
n+1Y
r=1
1
vr!
 
Nmr (q)[r]q2
(vr)! =
= ( 1)m+1q
X
1v1+:::+nvn=n
 
nY
r=1
1
vr!
 
Nmr (q)[mr]q2
(vr)!: (4.23)
The condition 1v1 + : : :+nvn + (n+ 1)vn+1 = n+ 1 in the summation in the left hand side
is satised either for vn+1 = 1 and v1 = : : : = vn = 0, or for vn+1 = 0 and 1v1 + : : :+nvn =
n+ 1. It follows that (4.23) can be written as
Nmn+1(q) =  
1
[n+ 1]q2
 X
1v1+:::+nvn=n+1
 
nY
r=1
1
vr!
(Nmr (q)[r]q2)
(vr)
!
+ ( 1)mq
X
1v1+:::+nvn=n
 
nY
r=1
1
vr!
(Nmr (q)[mr]q2)
(vr)
!!
;
(4.24)
which constitutes an explicit recursion relation for Nmr (q).
Analogous computation for the equation (4.12) with negative m, for
Y (x; q)(m;q
2) =
by 2jmjP (x; q)
P (x; q)
=
P (q 2jmjx; q)
P (x; q)
=
jmjY
i=1
Y (q 2ix; q) 1; (4.25)
leads to the same initial condition Nm0 (q) = 1 and a recursion of the form
Nmn+1(q) =  
1
[n+ 1]q2
 X
1v1+:::+nvn=n+1
 
nY
r=1
1
vr!
 
Nmr (q)[r]q2
(vr)!
+ ( 1)mq
X
1v1+:::+nvn=n
 
nY
r=1
1
vr!
  Nmr (q)q2mr[jmjr]q2(vr)
!!
:
(4.26)
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For example the minimal dual A-polynomial for twist knots Kp with p < 0 knot readsbA(bx; by; q) = by4  by6 q5bx, or equivalently it takes form (4.11) with m =  2, which imposes
an equation (1  by2 + qbxby 4)P (x; q) = 0, so that (4.12) takes form
1  Y (x; q)  qxY (x; q)( 2;q2) = 0: (4.27)
Solving then (4.26) with m =  2 we nd that N 2r (q) have integer coecients and encode
correct extremal LMOV invariants for Kp knots with p < 0, for example
N 21 (q) =  
q
[1]q2
=  q; N 22 (q) =  
q 2 + 1
[2]q2
=  q 2; N 23 (q) =  q 3   q 5   q 9:
(4.28)
4.3 m = 2 and novel q-deformed Catalan numbers
As a more specic example let us consider (4.8) with m = 2. This case does not correspond
to any twist knot, however it provides a certain non-standard q-deformation of Catalan
numbers, which is interesting in its own right. In this case the equation (4.12) takes form
A(x; Y (x; q); q) = 1  Y (x; q)  qx ( Y (x; q))(2;q2) = 0; (4.29)
and it leads to the following recursion relation for Cn(q) = ( 1)nYn(q)
Cn(q) =
X
k0+k1=n 1
q2k1+1Ck0(q)Ck1(q) (4.30)
with the initial condition C0(q) = 1. In the classical limit (4.29) reduces to 1   Y (x)  
xY (x)2 = 0, which is also the classical dual A-polynomial equation for 52 knot (however the
quantum equation (4.29) does not encode quantum LMOV invariants for this knot). For
Y (x) =
P
n Ynx
n, the coecients Cn = ( 1)nYn are ordinary Catalan numbers that satisfy
Cn =
P
k0+k1=n 1Ck0Ck1 , hence Cn(q) can be regarded as q-deformed Catalan numbers.
The crucial property of Cn(q) is that they encode integer invariants Nr;j through (3.1),
which is not the case for another, more standard q-deformation of Catalan numbers cn(q)
dened via cn(q) =
P
k0+k1=n 1 q
k1ck0(q)ck1(q) [36], so that Cn(q) = q
ncn(q
2).
Let us construct now a combinatorial model, following the prescription given in sec-
tion 4.1. As m = 2, Tn is a set of all maximally-2-step lists of n elements and sign ( 1)n,
which can be represented in terms of lists or column of boxes (all lled with , which
we suppress):
T1 = f [1]g = f   g
T2 = f[1; 1]; [1; 3]g =
n
;
o
T3 = f [1; 1; 1];  [1; 1; 3];  [1; 3; 1];  [1; 3; 3];  [1; 3; 5]g
=

  ;   ;   ;   ;  

The above representation can be also translated to a familiar representation of Catalan
numbers in terms of Dyck paths, i.e. paths above a diagonal in a square grid, connecting
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Figure 1. Dyck paths representation of q-deformed Catalan numbers.
bottom left and top right corners of the square. In this case columns in the above pictures
correspond to rows in the grid of the Dyck path, and every box is translated to one
triangle left to the diagonal, respectively of the form and . For example [1; 1] =
corresponds to two triangles in two rows, so the resulting Dyck path is shown in the
left in gure 1. Similarly [1; 3] = corresponds to one triangle in the bottom row and
three triangles , , and in the top row, and the resulting Dyck path is shown in the
right in gure 1. Ordinary Catalan numbers Cn are given by the number of Dyck paths in
a square of size n. In addition the exponent of q in ordinary q-Catalans cn(q) counts the
number of full squares above the diagonal and restricted by a given path, whereas for
Cn(q) dened via (4.30) the power of q counts all over-diagonal triangles or .
Let us illustrate other ingredients of the combinatorial construction. T 0 in the Catalan
case is a set of all primary maximally-2-step lists, and its subsets with up to 3 elements are
T 01 = f [1]g = f   g (4.31)
T 02 = f[1; 3]g =
n o
(4.32)
T 03 = f [1; 3; 3];  [1; 3; 5]g =

  ;  

(4.33)
Lyndon words in
 
T 0

that are lists of length 1, 2, and 3 take form
TL1 = f [1]g = f   g (4.34)
TL2 = f[1; 3]g =
n o
(4.35)
TL3 = f [1; 1; 3];  [1; 3; 3];  [1; 3; 5]g =

  ;   ;  

(4.36)
Note that T contains lists that arise as a concatenation of a pair of the same lists of negative
sign, for example [1; 1] = ( [1])  ( [1]). In consequence we have
TL;+1 = f [1]g = f   g (4.37)
TL;+2 = f[1; 1]; [1; 3]g =
n
;
o
(4.38)
TL;+3 = f [1; 1; 3];  [1; 3; 3];  [1; 3; 5]g =

  ;   ;  

(4.39)
Counting the number of boxes in the above pictures and including signs we get
N1(q) =
 q
[1]q2
=  q; N2(q) = q
2 + q4
[2]q2
= q2; N3(q) =
 q5   q7   q9
[3]q2
=  q5;
(4.40)
thus BPS invariants Nr;j for r = 1; 2; 3 take form N1;0 =  1; N2;1 = 1; N3;4 =  1.
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4.4 m = 3 and 41 knot
Let us illustrate the construction from section 4.1 also in the case m = 3, which corresponds
to maximal invariants for 41 knot. In this case the equation (4.12) reads
A(x; Y (x; q); q) = 1  Y (x; q) + qxY (x; q)(3;q2) = 0 (4.41)
and the recursion relation (4.13) takes form
Yn(q) =
X
k0+k1+k2=n 1
q2k1+4k2+1Yk0(q)Yk1(q)Yk2(q): (4.42)
As explained in section 4.1 in this case there is a unique one letter word , and since
m+ 1 = 4 is even, the sign of all sentences is positive.
The initial condition in the construction of the set T is T0 = f[ ]g = fg, denoting
respectively an empty list and (in a graphical representation) no box. For n = 1 there is
only one partition k0 = k1 = k2 = 0 of n  1 and Tk0 = Tk1 = Tk2 = T0 contains only one
sentence [ ] = sk0 = sk1 = sk2 , therefore s(1; 3; 1; [ ] ; [ ] ; [ ] ;) = []  [ ]  [ ]  [ ] = [] and
T1 = f[]g =


	
(4.43)
or equivalently T1 = f[1]g using the notation of lists introduced in section 4.1.
For n = 2 there are three partitions of n   1: (k0 = 1; k1 = 0; k2 = 0), (k0 = 0; k1 =
1; k2 = 0), and (k0 = 0; k1 = 0; k2 = 1), so new sentences take form
s(1; 3; 1; [] ; [ ] ; [ ] ;) = []  [ ]  [ ]  [] = [; ]
s(1; 3; 1; [ ] ; [] ; [ ] ;) = []  [ ]   [2]1 _ []  [ ] = [; 3]
s(1; 3; 1; [ ] ; [ ] ; [] ;) = []   [4]1 _ []  [ ]  [ ] = [; 5] (4.44)
and therefore T2 = f[1; 1]; [1; 3]; [1; 5]g in the notation of lists, or in more detail
T2 = f[; ]; [; 3]; [; 5]g =
8>>>><>>>>:   ;


 
;




 
9>>>>=>>>>; (4.45)
which is the set of all maximally-4-step lists of 2 elements.
For n = 3 there are 6 partitions of n  1
k0 = 2; k1 = 0; k2 = 0; k0 = 0; k1 = 2; k2 = 0; k0 = 0; k1 = 0; k2 = 2;
k0 = 1; k1 = 1; k2 = 0; k0 = 1; k1 = 0; k2 = 1; k0 = 0; k1 = 1; k2 = 1;
(4.46)
which correspond to:
(3;(2); (0); (0)); (3;(0); (2); (0)); (3;(0); (0); (2));
(3;(1); (1); (0)); (3;(1); (0); (1)); (3;(0); (1); (1)):
(4.47)
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Since T2 contains three lists, every (2) contributes three times: once as [1; 1], the second
time as [1; 3], and the last time as [1; 5]. In consequence we have (in the notation of lists)
T3 = f[1; 1; 1]; [1; 1; 3]; [1; 1; 5]; [1; 3; 1]; [1; 3; 3]; [1; 3; 5];
[1; 3; 7]; [1; 5; 1]; [1; 5; 3]; [1; 5; 5]; [1; 5; 7]; [1; 5; 9]g; (4.48)
which is the set of all maximally-4-step lists of 3 elements. Furthermore, the sets of primary
maximally-4-step lists of 1, 2, and 3 elements take form
T 01 = f[1]g; T 02 = f[1; 3]; [1; 5]g;
T 03 = f[1; 3; 3]; [1; 3; 5]; [1; 3; 7]; [1; 5; 3]; [1; 5; 5]; [1; 5; 7]; [1; 5; 9]g;
(4.49)
and then Lyndon words are
TL1 = f[1]g; TL2 = f[1; 3]; [1; 5]g;
TL3 = f[1; 1; 3]; [1; 1; 5]; [1; 3; 3]; [1; 3; 5]; [1; 3; 7]; [1; 5; 3]; [1; 5; 5]; [1; 5; 7]; [1; 5; 9]g:
(4.50)
Since the sign of all lists is positive, it follows from (3.32) that TL;+r = TLr , and (3.39) yields
N1(q) =
q
[1]q2
= q; N2(q) =
q4 + q6
[2]q2
= q4; (4.51)
N3(q) =
q5 + 2q7 + 2q9 + 2q11 + q13 + q15
[3]q2
= q5 + q7 + q11: (4.52)
Therefore LMOV invariants take form N1;0 = 1, N2;3 = 1, and N3;4 = N3;6 = N3;10 = 1.
4.5 Torus knots
In this section we nd quantum dual extremal A-polynomials and determine LMOV invari-
ants for torus knots of type (2; 2p+1), and present in detail a construction of a combinatorial
model for the trefoil knot. For (2; 2p+ 1) torus knot colored normalized superpolynomials
(labeled by appropriate p) take form [26]
P p;normr (a; q; t) = a
2prq 2pr
X
0kp:::k2k1r
"
r
k1
#"
k1
k2
#
  
"
kp 1
kp
#
 q2(2r+1)(k1+k2+:::+kp) 2
Pp
i=1 ki 1kit2(k1+k2+:::+kp)
k1Y
i=1
(1 + a2q2(i 2)t);
(4.53)
where

n
k

= (q
2;q2)n
(q2;q2)k(q2;q2)n k
. Extremal unnormalized HOMFLY polynomials P pr (q) are
obtained by including an appropriate unknot factor (4.6), setting t =  1 and ignor-
ing a2pr; in addition in the minimal case the product
Qk1
i=1(1 + a
2q2(i 2)t) must be ig-
nored, while in the maximal case one should pick up from this product only the coecient
( 1)rq2
Pr
i=1(i 2) = ( 1)rqr2 3r (at the highest power of a) and x k1 = r in the over-
all expression.
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To determine dual extremal quantum A-polynomials we rst nd | using [37] | quan-
tum extremal A-polynomials that annihilate (or impose recursion relations for) the above
extremal colored HOMFLY polynomials, and then, as explained in section 2, we determine
their dual counterparts that annihilate generating series (2.17), according to (2.18). Dual
extremal quantum A-polynomials for 31 and 51 knots found in this way take form
bA+31(bx; by; q) = 1  by2   qbxby8;bA 31(bx; by; q) = 1  q 1bx  by2 + qbxby2   qbxby4   q3bxby4   q6bx2by6;bA+51(bx; by; q) = 1  by2   q 1bxby8 + qbxby10   q(1 + q2)bxby12   q14bx2by22;bA 51(bx; by; q) = 1  q 3bx  (1  q 1bx)by2   q 1(1 + q2)bxby4 + q 1(1 + q2 + q4   q3bx)bxby6
  q 1(1 + q2 + q4 + q6   q5bx)bxby8   q4(1 + 2q2 + q4)bx2by10
+ q6(1 + q2 + q4)bx2by12   q6(1 + q2 + 2q4 + q6 + q8)bx2by14
  q17(1 + q2)bx3by16 + q21bx3by18   q21(1 + q2 + q4 + q6)bx3by20   q44bx4by26:
(4.54)
These results, together with results for 71 and 91 knots, are summarized in the attached
supplementary Mathematica le. These dual quantum A-polynomials are quantum ver-
sions of, and in the limit q ! 1 reduce (possibly up to some simple factor) to, classical
dual extremal A-polynomials introduced in [22]. Note that maximal colored polynomials
and dual quantum A-polynomial for the trefoil correspond to m = 4 in (4.8) and (4.11),
however all other A-polynomials for torus knots are more complicated than those discussed
in section 4.1. Moreover, dual minimal A-polynomials for torus knots are of the nonho-
mogeneous form (coecients in (3.4) include Al;0 6= 0 for some l) discussed in general in
section 3.3. In what follows we present in detail a combinatorial model associated to the
minimal A-polynomial for the trefoil knot and determine corresponding LMOV invariants.
Moreover, both for trefoil and for 51; 71 and 91 knots, in appendix C we illustrate that
Qr(q) are indeed divisible by [r]q2 | which is a consequence of the structure of associated
combinatorial models | and so quantum LMOV invariants, identied as coecients of
Nr(q), are indeed integer.
Let us construct a combinatorial model for minimal invariants for the trefoil knot 31,
following section 3.3. From the form of bA 31(bx; by; q) in (4.54) it follows that (3.4) takes form
A(x; Y (x; q); q) = 1  Y (x; q)  q 1x+ qxY (x; q)
  qxY (x; q)(2;q2)   q3xY (x; q)(2;q2)   q6x2Y (x; q)(3;q2) = 0;
(4.55)
so that A1;0 = 1. We focus rst on the homogeneous version of this equation that does not
include the term q 1x, and construct T hom =
S
n T
hom
n as described in section 3.1. Since
I =
P
l1;m1;j jAl;m;j j = 4, we consider an alphabet of four letters and corresponding four
one-letter words, which we assign to terms in the homogeneous version of (4.55), see table 2.
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Term in Ahom(x; Y (x; q); q) One-letter word
qxY (x; q) 
 qxY (x; q)(2;q2) 
 q3xY (x; q)(2;q2) 
 q6x2Y (x; q)(3;q2) o
Table 2. Correspondence between one-letter words and terms in Ahom(x; Y (x; q); q).
Now, starting from T hom0 = f[ ]g, we construct recursively sets Tn, for example
T hom1 =f[]; []; [3]g =
8<:  ;   ;  

9=; (4.56)
T hom2 =f[; ]; [; ]; [; 3]; [; ]; [; ]; [; 3]; [; 2]; [; 3]; [; 23];
  [3; ]; [3; ]; [3; 3]; [3; 2]; [3; 2]; [3; 5]; ["; o6]g (4.57)
=
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
  ;    ; 


 
;    ;   ;


 
; 


 
;


 
;




 
 


 
;


 
;
 
 
 
; 
 
 
 
;
 
 
 
;


 
 
 
; 
o
o
o
o
o
" o
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
Subsequently we construct sets T nonh =
S
n T
nonh
n . We x T
nonh
0 = T
hom
0 = f[ ]g, and
since J =
P
l2;j jAl;0;j j = 1, we introduce an additional one-letter word  corresponding
to the nonhomogeneous term  q 1x in (4.55), which is lexicographically smaller than
; ; ; o, as demanded in section 3.3. We then dene a new sentence according to (3.41)
s(1; 1; ) =  [( 1)] =  []: (4.58)
Since n = l = 1 we have T aux11 = f []g. To construct T aux21 we need to consider all
partitions with k0 = 0 for the one-letter word , and k0 + k1 = 0 for  and  (note that for
o we would have to consider k0 + k1 + k2 =  1, as the \o-recursion" starts from two-word
sentences). For s(1; 1; ) we have ki = 1, so T aux21 = f g and therefore
T nonh1 = T
hom
1 [ T aux11 [ T aux21 =

[]; []; [3]; []	 =
8<:  ;   ;  

;  
9=; :
(4.59)
In the second step of the recursion we determine T nonh2 . Now n = 2 =2 , so T aux12 = f g.
On the other hand the partition k0 = 1 for the one-letter word  corresponds to
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sk0 = s(1; 1; ) =  [] so there is a new sentence
s(1; 1; 1; sk0 =  [];) = ["](1 1)  [1]  sk0 =  [; ]: (4.60)
For  we need to consider partitions k0 + k1 = 1, so s(1; 1; ) =  [] appears once as sk0
(for k0 = 1; k1 = 0) and once as sk1 (for k0 = 0; k1 = 1)
s(1; 2; 1; sk0 =  []; sk1 = [ ]; ) =  ["](1 1)  [1]  sk0 = [; ];
s(1; 2; 1; sk0 = [ ]; sk1 =  []; ) =  ["](1 1)  [1] 

[2]k1 _ sk1

= [; 2]:
(4.61)
and similarly for  we get
s(1; 2; 3; sk0 =  []; sk1 = [ ]; ) =  ["](1 1)  [3]  sk0 = [3; ];
s(1; 2; 3; sk0 = [ ]; sk1 =  []; ) =  ["](1 1)  [3] 

[2]k1 _ sk1

= [3; 2]:
(4.62)
For o we would need to consider k0 + k1 + k2 = 0, so s(1; 1; ) =  [] does not appear,
thus
T aux22 =
 [; ]; [; ]; [; 2]; [3; ]; [3; 2]	
=
8<:    ;   ; 
 
;


 
;

 
 
9=; (4.63)
and nally we get
T nonh2 = T
hom
2 [ T aux12 [ T aux22 =
= f [; ]; [; ]; [; ]; [; 3]; [; ]; [; ]; [; ]; [; 3]; [; 2];
  [; 2]; [; 3]; [; 23]; [3; ]; [3; ]; [3; ]; [3; 3];
[3; 2]; [3; 2]; [3; 2]; [3; 5]; ["; o6]g
=
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
    ;   ;    ; 


 
;   ;    ;   ;


 
;


 
; 


 
;


 
;




 
;


 
; 


 
;


 
;
 
 
 
;
 
 
 
; 
 
 
 
;
 
 
 
;


 
 
 
; 
o
o
o
o
o
" o
:
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
(4.64)
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Furthermore, according to (3.44), we pick primary sentences T nonh;0 =
S
n T
nonh;0
n from
T nonh. In particular for n = 1; 2 we nd
T nonh;01 = f[]; []; [3]; []g =
8<:  ;   ;  

;  
9=;
T nonh;02 = f[; 2]; [; 2]; [; 3]; [; 23]; [3; 2];
  [3; 2]; [3; 2]; [3; 5]; ["; o6]g (4.65)
=
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:


 
; 


 
;


 
;




 
;
 
 
 
; 
 
 
 
;
 
 
 
;


 
 
 
; 
o
o
o
o
o
" o
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
Now we treat T nonh;0 as an alphabet and construct a language
 
T nonh;0

. However recall
that this time T nonh 
 
T nonh;0

. Let us show this explicitly. We dene
 
T nonh;0

n
as
a subset of
 
T nonh;0

whose elements, when mapped by ' dened in (3.26) and (3.27),
consist of n words. For n = 1; 2 we have
T nonh;0

1
' ! T nonh1 ; (4.66)
T nonh;0

2
' ! T nonh2 [ f[; ]; [; ]; [; ]; [; 3]g
= T nonh2 [
8<:   ;    ;   ; 
 
9=; 6= T nonh2 :
Following section 3.3 we dene a set of Lyndon words T nonh;L in the language
 
T nonh;0

and T nonh;Ln =
 
T nonh;0

n
\ T nonh;L. For n = 1; 2 we obtain
T nonh;L1 = T
nonh;0
1 (4.67)
T nonh;L2 = T
nonh;0
2 [ f []  []; []  []; []  [3]; []  []; []  [3]; []  [3]g
= T nonh;02 [
8<:     ;    ;   

;     ;   



;  



9=;
(4.68)
In the next step we dene T nonh;L;+ according to (3.45) and T nonh;L;+n =
 
T nonh;0

n
\
T nonh;L;+
T nonh;L;+1 = T
nonh;L
1
T nonh;L;+2 = T
nonh;L
2 [ f[]  []; []  []; [3]  [3]g
= T nonh;L2 [
8<:    ;    ; 





9=;
(4.69)
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In order to adjust
 
T nonh;0

to T nonh we dene a relation  as explained in section 3.3.
This relation trivialises some elements of
 
T nonh;0

1
and
 
T nonh;0

2
[ ]   []  []  []  []  []  [3];  []  []  []: (4.70)
Now we dene ~' that maps the conjugacy class in (Tnonh;0)

= to the image of its shortest
representative under '
f[ ]; []  []; []  []; []  [3]g ~'7 ! [ ]; f []; []  []g ~'7 !  []: (4.71)
For classes with one element ~' reduces to the action of ' on the representative, for example
f []  []g ~'7 !  [; ] = ' ( []  []) : (4.72)
From (4.71) we have (Tnonh;0)

= ~' ! T nonh and in particular
(Tnonh;0)

1=
~' ! T nonh1 ; (Tnonh;0)

2=
~' ! T nonh2 : (4.73)
Now we dene TL according to (3.49) and TLn = ~'

Tnonh;Ln =

, in particular
TL1 = T
nonh;0
1
TL2 = T
nonh;0
2 [ f [; ]; [; 3]; [; 3]g = T nonh;02 [
8<:    ;  
 
;


 
9=;
(4.74)
and then determine TL;+r and TL;+, in particular
TL;+1 = T
L
1 ; T
L;+
2 = T
L
2 [ f[; ]; [3; 3]g = TL2 [
8<:   ;   
 
9=; : (4.75)
Counting boxes in these sets and including signs, we determine Qr(q) and Nr(q) as in (3.50)
Q1(q) = sgn ( []) qwt( []) + sgn ([]) qwt([])
+ sgn ([ ]) qwt( []) + sgn   [3] qwt( [3])
=  q 1 + q   q   q3 =  q 1   q3 = N1(q);
Q2(q) = q
2 + q4 + q6 + q8; N2(q) =
Q2(q)
[2]q2
= q2 + q6:
(4.76)
We conclude that quantum LMOV invariants for r = 1; 2 take form
N1; 2 = N1;2 =  1; N2;1 = N2;5 = 1; (4.77)
Results for Qr(q) and Nr(q) up to r = 9, which in particular conrm integrality of quantum
LMOV invariants, are given in table 6.
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A Relation between Yn(q) and Qr(q)
In this appendix we prove the relation (3.53) by a direct computation. From (3.1)
n!Yn(q) = @
n
xY (x; q)

x=0
= @nx
1Y
r=1
r 1Y
l=0
jmaxY
j=jmin

1  xrqj+1+2l
 Nr;j 
x=0
: (A.1)
Let us write Y (x; q) =
Q1
r=1
~Yr(x; q) and introduce
~Yr(x; q) =
r 1Y
l=1
~Yr;l(x; q); ~Yr;l(x; q) =
jmaxY
j=jmin
~Yr;l;j(x; q); ~Yr;l;j(x; q) =
 
1 xrqj+1+2l Nr;j :
(A.2)
First note that
@x ~Yr;j;l(x; q) = ( Nr;j)

1  xrqj+1+2l
 Nr;j 1  rxr 1qj+1+2l (A.3)
is non-zero at x = 0 only for r = 1. To get a non-zero result for r > 1 we need to take
additional r   1 derivatives of   rxr 1qj+1+2l
@rx ~Yr;l;j(x; q)

x=0
= @rx

1  xrqj+1+2l
 Nr;j 
x=0
= r!Nr;jq
j+1+2l: (A.4)
Furthermore, only derivatives of multiple orders in r give non-zero contribution at x = 0
@rvx ~Yr;l;j(x; q)

x=0
=
1
v!
 
rv
r; r; : : : ; r
!h
r!Nr;jq
j+1+2l
i h
r! (Nr;j + 1) q
j+1+2l
i
 : : :
: : :
h
r! (Nr;j + v   2) qj+1+2l
i h
r! (Nr;j + v   1) qj+1+2l
i
=
(rv)!
v!
N
(v)
r;j

qj+1+2l
v
(A.5)
where N
(v)
r;j = Nr;j (Nr;j + 1) : : : (Nr;j + v   1) is a Pochhammer symbol, and
1
v!
 
rv
r; r; : : : ; r
!
=
(rv)!
v!(r!)v
(A.6)
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is the number of ways of dividing rv elements into v indistinguishable groups of r elements
each. Generalizing the Pochhammer symbol to polynomials as in (3.54), we can write
@rvx
~Yr;l(x; q)

x=0
=
X
rujmin+:::+rujmax=rv
 
rv
rujmin ; : : : ; rujmax
!
jmaxY
j=jmin
(ruj)!
uj !
N
(uj)
r;j q
(j+1+2l)uj
=
(rv)!
v!
X
rujmin+:::+rujmax=rv
 
v
ujmin ; : : : ; ujmax
!
jmaxY
j=jmin
N
(uj)
r;j q
(j+1+2l)uj
=
(rv)!
v!
q2lvNr(q)
(v) (A.7)
and analogously
@rvx ~Yr(x; q)

x=0
=
X
rt0+rt1+:::+rtr 1=rv
 
rv
rt0; rt1; : : : ; rtr 1
!
r 1Y
l=1
(rtl)!
tl!

q2l
tl
Nr(q)
(tl)
=
(rv)!
v!
X
t0+t1+:::+tr 1=v
 
v
t0; t1; : : : ; tr 1
!
r 1Y
l=1

Nr(q)q
2l
(tl)
=
(rv)!
v!
 
Nr(q)[r]q2
(v)
; (A.8)
where [r]q2 =
1 q2r
1 q2 =
Pr 1
l=0 q
2l: Note that the expansion of
 Pr 1
l=1 Nr(q)q
2l
(v)
in terms
of (Nr(q)q
2l)(tl) is the same as in an ordinary multinomial formula.
Once we found @rvx
~Yr(x; q)

x=0
we can calculate @nxY (x; q)

x=0
using the Leibniz rule.
Note that the n-th derivative @nx in @
n
x
Q
r
~Yr(x; q)

x=0
, when acting on ~Yr(x; q) with r > n,
always gives 0. Therefore
Yn(q) =
1
n!
@nxY (x; q)

x=0
=
1
n!
@nx
nY
r=1
~Yr(x; q)

x=0
=
1
n!
X
1v1+2v2+:::+nvn=n
 
n
1v1; 2v2; : : : ; nvn
!
nY
r=1
(rvr)!
vr!
 
Nr(q)[r]q2
(sr)
=
X
1v1+2v2+:::+nvn=n
 
nY
r=1
Qr(q)
(vr)
vr!
!
;
(A.9)
which proves the relation (3.53).
B Relation to the model in [1]
Extremal colored polynomials for twist knots labeled by non-negative m, discussed in
section 4.1, are closely related to generating series associated to m-loop quivers analyzed
in [1]. For this reason the combinatorial model presented in section 4.1 is equivalent to
the model describing combinatorics of the degenerate Cohomological Hall algebra of the
m-loop quiver, introduced in [1]. In this section we present precise relation between these
two models.
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Let us denote by TRn the set referred to as Tn in [1], which consists of partitions
 = (1; : : : ; n) such that 0  1  : : :  n and i  (m  1)(i  1) for all i = 1; : : : ; n.
There is a bijection  : TRn ! Tn between TRn and the set Tn in our model, dened by
() = ( 1)(m+1)n [1; 2; : : : ; n] ; i = 2 ((m  1)(i  1)  i) + 1: (B.1)
Note that i+1   i  2(m   1), and the inequality i  (m   1)(i   1) ensures that all
elements of () are positive and 1 = 1, so that indeed () 2 Tn.  is a surjection
because every n-element list  = ( 1)(m+1)n [1; 2; : : : ; n], such that 1 = 1 and i  1
for i = 2; : : : ; n and i+1 i  2(m 1), can be written as i = 2 ((m  1)(i  1)  i)+1,
where 0  1  : : :  n and i  (m   1)(i   1).  is also clearly an injection, so it is
a bijection between TR and T that preserves the length n. Moreover the sets T 0, TL and
TL;+ are dened in section 4.1 in the same way as analogous sets in [1], which we refer to
as TR;0, TR;L and TR;L;+, therefore  is directly generalized to a bijection between TR;0,
TR;L, TR;L;+ and T 0, TL, TL;+ respectively.
Furthermore, a weight of a partition  2 TR is dened in [1] by wtR() = (m 1) n2 
jj, where jj = 1 +   + n, therefore
wt(()) =
nX
i=1
i =
nX
i=1
2 ((m  1)(i  1)  i) + 1 = 2wtR() + n: (B.2)
Since QRr (q) =
P
2TR;L;+r q
wtR(), it follows that
Qr(q) =
X
2TL;+r
sgn () qwt() =
X
2TR;L;+r
( 1)r(m+1)q2wtR()+r = ( 1)r(m+1)qrQRr (q2):
(B.3)
It is proven in [1] that QRr (q) is divisible by [r]q =
1 qr
1 q (because  = 1 is the sole r-
th root of unity for which QRr (q) 6= 0), and this quotient is proportional to quantized
Donaldson-Thomas invariants for the m-loop quiver
DT(m)r (q) = q
1 r 1
[r]q
QRr (q): (B.4)
Recalling (3.39) it follows that
Nmr (q) =
Qr(q)
[r]q2
= ( 1)r(m+1)q3r 2DT(m)r (q2): (B.5)
Therefore also Nmr (q) =
P
j
Nmr;jq
j+1 are polynomials with integer coecients, which proves
the integrality of LMOV invariats discussed in section 4.1, labeled by non-negative m.
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C Quantum LMOV invariants for torus knots
r Qr(q) Nr(q) = Qr(q)=[r]q2
1  q 1   q3  q 1   q3
2
1 + q 2 + 2q2 + 3q4 + 3q6
+3q8 + 3q10 + 2q12 + q14 + q16
q 2 + 2q2 + q4 + 2q6
+q8 + 2q10 + q14
3
 q 1   3q   6q3   10q5   15q7   19q9
 24q11   26q13   28q15   26q17   25q19
 21q21   19q23   14q25   12q27   8q29
 7q31   4q33   3q35   q37   q39
 q 1   2q   3q3   5q5   7q7
 7q9   10q11   9q13   9q15
 8q17   8q19   5q21   6q23
 3q25   3q27   2q29   2q31   q35
Table 3. Numerical results for Qr(q) and Nr(q) for 5
+
1 case.
r Qr(q) Nr(q) = Qr(q)=[r]q2
1  q 3   q   q5  q 3   q   q5
2
q 6 + q 4 + 2q 2 + 3 + 4q2 + 5q4
+6q6 + 6q8 + 6q10 + 6q12 + 5q14
+4q16 + 3q18 + 2q20 + q22 + q24
q 6 + 2q 2 + 1 + 3q2 + 2q4
+4q6 + 2q8 + 4q10 + 2q12
+3q14 + q16 + 2q18 + q22
3
 q 7   3q 5   6q 3   11q 1   18q
 27q3   39q5   51q7   65q9   77q11
 90q13   98q15   106q17   107q19
 108q21   102q23   98q25   87q27
 80q29   67q31   60q33   48q35   42q37
 32q39   27q41   19q43   16q45   10q47
 8q49   4q51   3q53   q55   q57
 q 7   2q 5   3q 3   6q 1   9q
 12q3   18q5   21q7   26q9
30q11   34q13   34q15   38q17
 35q19   35q21   32q23   31q25
 24q27   25q29   18q31   17q33
 13q35   12q37   7q39   8q41
 4q43   4q45   2q47   2q49   q53
Table 4. Numerical results for Qr(q) and Nr(q) for 7
+
1 case.
r Qr(q) Nr(q) = Qr(q)=[r]q2
1  q 5   q 1   q3   q7  q 5   q 1   q3   q7
2
q 10 + q 8 + 2q 6 + 3q 4 + 4q 2
+7q2 + 8q4 + 9q6 + 10q8
+10q10 + 10q12 + 10q14 + 9q16
+8q18 + 7q20 + 5q22 + 4q24+
3q26 + 2q28 + q30 + q32
q 10 + 2q 6 + q 4 + 3q 2
+2 + 5q2 + 3q4 + 6q6
+4q8 + 6q10 + 4q12 + 6q14
+3q16 + 5q18 + 2q20
+3q22 + q24 + 2q26 + q30
3
 q 13   3q 11   6q 9   11q 7   18q 5
 28q 3   42q 1   59q   80q3   103q5
 130q7   157q9   187q11   213q13
 240q15   260q17   280q19   289q21
 298q23   295q25   293q27   279q29
 268q31   246q33   230q35   204q37
 187q39   161q41   145q43   121q45
 107q47   87q49   76q51   59q53
 50q55   37q57   31q59   21q61   17q63
 10q65   8q67   4q69   3q71   q73   q75
 q 13   2q 11   3q 9   6q 7   9q 5
 13q 3   20q 1   26q   34q3
 43q5   53q7   61q9   73q11
 79q13   88q15   93q17   99q19
 97q21   102q23   96q25   95q27
 88q29   85q31   73q33   72q35
 59q37   56q39   46q41   43q43
 32q45   32q47   23q49   21q51
 15q53   14q55   8q57   9q59
 4q61   4q63   2q65   2q67   q71
Table 5. Numerical results for Qr(q) and Nr(q) for 9
+
1 case.
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H
E
P
1
1
(
2
0
1
6
)
1
2
0
r Qr(q) Nr(q) = Qr(q)=[r]q2
1  q 1   q3  q 1   q3
2 q2 + q4 + q6 + q8 q2 + q6
3  q5   2q7   2q9   2q11   q13   q15  q5   q7   q11
4
q6 + 2q8 + 4q10 + 5q12 + 6q14
+5q16 + 4q18 + 3q20 + q22 + q24
q6 + q8 + 2q10 + q12 + 2q14 + q18
5
 q7   3q9   6q11   10q13   14q15
 17q17   18q19   17q21   15q23   11q25
 8q277  5q29   3q31   q33   q35
 q7   2q9   3q11   4q13   4q15
 4q17   3q19   2q21   2q23   q27
6
6q8 + 4q10 + 8q12 + 17q14 + 26q16
+38q18 + 48q20 + 57q22 + 60q24 + 60q26
+55q28 + 47q30 + 38q32 + 28q34 + 21q36
+13q38 + 9q40 + 5q42 + 3q44 + q46 + q48
6q8 + 3q10 + 4q12 + 9q14 + 9q16
+12q18 + 11q20 + 12q22
+7q24 + 9q26 + 4q28
+4q30 + 2q32 + 2q34 + q38
7
 q9   4q11   11q13   24q15   44q17
 71q19   103q21   137q23   169q25
 195q27   211q29   216q31   208q33
 192q35   168q37   142q39   114q41
 89q43   66q45   49q47   33q49   23q51
 14q53   9q55   5q57   3q59   q61   q63
 q9   3q11   7q13   13q15   20q17
 27q19   32q21   35q23
 35q25   33q27   29q29   25q31
 19q33   16q35   11q37   9q39
 5q41   4q43   2q45   2q47   q51
8
q11 + 4q12 + 14q14 + 33q16 + 70q18
+123q20 + 200q22 + 290q24 + 398q26
+505q28 + 613q30 + 700q32 + 768q34
+801q36 + 805q38 + 776q40 + 723q42
+652q44 + 568q46 + 484q48 + 399q50
+324q52 + 253q54 + 197q56 + 145q58
+108q60 + 76q62 + 54q64 + 35q66 + 24q68
+14q70 + 9q72 + 5q74 + 3q76 + q78 + q80
8q10 + 3q12 + 10q14 + 19q16
+37q18 + 53q20 + 77q22
+90q24 + 109q26 + 110q28
+118q30 + 106q32 + 105q34
+86q36 + 81q38 + 61q40
+56q42 + 39q44 + 34q46 + 22q48
+20q50 + 11q52 + 10q54 + 5q56
+4q58 + 2q60 + 2q62 + q66
9
 q11   5q13   17q15   47q17   106q19
 207q21   363q23   578q25   851q27
 1176q29   1536q31   1910q33   2275q35
 2602q37   2867q39   3050q41   3141q43
 3134q45   3042q47   2872q49   2649q51
 2386q53   2108q55   1823q57
 1551q59   1292q61   1063q63
 855q65   681q67   530q69   408q71
 305q73   228q75   163q77   118q79
 81q81   56q83   36q85   24q87   14q89
 9q91   5q93   3q95   q97   q99
 q11   4q13   12q15   30q17   59q19
 101q21   156q23   215q25   273q27
 326q29   364q31   386q33   395q35
 386q37   366q39   339q41   306q43
 266q45   234q47   194q49
 163q51   132q53   108q55
 81q57   67q59   47q61   37q63
 26q65   20q67   12q69   10q71
 5q73   4q75   2q77   2q79   q83
Table 6. Numerical results for Qr(q) and Nr(q) for 3
 
1 case.
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1
2
0
r Qr(q) Nr(q) = Qr(q)=[r]q2
1  q 3   q   q5  q 3   q   q5
2
q 2 + 1 + 2q2 + 3q4 + 3q6
+3q8 + 3q10 + 2q12 + q14 + q16
q 2 + 2q2 + q4 + 2q6
+q8 + 2q10 + q14
3
 q 1   3q   6q3   10q5   14q7
 18q9   21q11   23q13   22q15
 21q17   17q19   15q21   10q23
 8q25   4q27   3q29   q31   q33
 q 1   2q   3q3   5q5
 6q7   7q9   8q11   8q13
 6q15   7q17   4q19
 4q21   2q23   2q25   q29
Table 7. Numerical results for Qr(q) and Nr(q) for 5
 
1 case.
r Qr(q) Nr(q) = Qr(q)=[r]q2
1  q 5   q 1   q3   q7  q 5   q 1   q3   q7
2
q 6 + q 4 + 2q 2 + 1 + 3q2
+2q4 + 4q6 + 2q8 + 4q10
+2q12 + 3q14 + q16 + 2q18 + q22
q 6 + 2q 2 + 1 + 3q2 + 2q4
+4q6 + 2q8 + 4q10 + 2q12
+3q14 + q16 + 2q18 + q22
3
 q 7   3q 5   6q 3   11q 1   18q
 27q3   38q5   50q7   62q9
 74q11   83q13   91q15   94q17
 96q19   91q21   87q23   77q25
 70q27   57q29   49q31   37q33
 31q35   21q37   17q39   10q41
 8q43   4q45   3q47   q49   q51
 q 7   2q 5   3q 3   6q 1
 9q   12q3   17q5   21q7
 24q9   29q11   30q13   32q15
 32q17   32q19   27q21   28q23
 22q25   20q27   15q29   14q31
 8q33   9q35   4q37
 4q39   2q41   2q43   q47
Table 8. Numerical results for Qr(q) and Nr(q) for 7
 
1 case.
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